Thanksgiving Cornucopia

Materials:
- Thanksgiving Cornucopia reproducible (printed on white laser paper or card stock – see instructions below)
- crayons or markers
- optional –
  - Easel Backs reproducible (printed on white card stock)
- safety scissors
- transparent tape

Instructions
Coloring Sheet – print Thanksgiving Cornucopia reproducible on white laser paper.
Color in the cornucopia (corn full of fruits and vegetables) and “Happy Thanksgiving”.

Centerpiece – print Thanksgiving Cornucopia and Easel Backs reproducibles on white card stock.
1. Color in the cornucopia (corn full of fruits and vegetables) and “Happy Thanksgiving”.
2. Cut out Easel Backs 1 and 2.
3. Flip your cornucopia picture over.
4. Line up Strip A of Easel Back 1 with the right side and bottom edge of back of picture and tape down.
5. Fold Strip B back, along the dotted line.
6. Line up Strip C of Easel Back with the left side and bottom edge of back of picture and tape down.
7. Fold Strip D back, along the dotted line.
8. Stand centerpiece up.

Stay healthy and eat lots of colorful fruits and vegetables. Pick something from the 5 color groups of fruits and vegetables each day – Red, Green, Blue/Purple, Yellow/Orange, and White.